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SAFETY SHIELD FOR CIRCULAR SAWS. cruiser of the first class of 5,000 tons or over, and an arma- fall within a suitahle receptacle, therehy acting directly to 
In using circular saws as usually arranged the workman ment of four eight-inch and twenty-one six·inch rifled guns; open or close the valves that control the flow. 

is in great and constant danger of maiming or destroying his four cruisers of the second class of 3,000 tons or over, with An improved gutter holder has heen patented hy Mr. Wil 
hands or arms by bringing them into contact with the cut- an armament of four eight-inch and fifteen six-inch rifled ham E. Brown, of Irving, Kan. This invention consists III 

ting edge of the saw. He is also in great danger of being guns; two rams; one armored torpedo boat; one cruising the peculiar construction and arrangement of the parts. 
struck by splinters, blocks, or boards which are liable to torpedo boat, capable of steaming twenty-one knots an hour; whereby the sections of a gutter are clamped together and 
catch in back side of the saw and be hurled forward with and two harbor torpedo boats to steam seventeen knots an held straight and even while being sol(1ered. The holder is 
sufficient force 1.0 injure or kill the workman. hour. The cruising torpedo boat to be armed with one ten- adapted to clamp gutter sections of different diameters. 

The engraving shows a self-acting safety shield, by which inch rifled gun. A novel cotton·gin attachment has been patented by Mr 
the descending or front part of the saw is automatically pro- .. , • • .. Joseph Kopfler, of Amite City, La. ThIS is an att.achment 
tected, so as to prevent anything coming into contact with Snow Sheds. to cotton gins to remove motes, sand, etc., from the c()lton 
this part of the saw until the shield is temporarily removed, The wonderful snow 8heds-tunnels-on the Central while being ginned; and it consists in the combination with 
for the purpose of sawing, and the shield is extended so as Pacific Railroad are of two kinds,' one with very steep roofs' the brush cylinder of the frames secured together and pro· 
to shield or cover the back or ascending part of the saw t9 and the

. 

other with flat roofs. They cost per mile from 

I 
vided with a horizontal series of slats and an upwardly in 

prevent anything from coming into contact with it there. $8,000 to $12,000, and in some places where heavy masonry clined series of slats. . 

This self-acting safety shield is made of a plate of iron I was needed the co.,t reached $30,000 a mile. They are ti.rmly I Mr. Henry R. Robbins, of Baltimore, Md., has patented 
or steel, of about the thickness of the saw, the an improvement in passenger coaches for 
shield being curved to the radius of the saw, street travel, the object of which is to house 
and is of sufficient breadth to give the proper or close in the pendent steps at the end of the 
rigidity. It is placed at a given distance coach, and provide also it door which, while 
from the teeth of the saw, and is provided it perfectly closes the body of the coach, will 
with movable plates and adjustment slide not be in the way of passengers in getting III 

and screw to suit; the alterations in the diame- and out of the !Joach. 
tel' of the saw by wear, or the substitution Messrs. James Dempster and Henry HoI-
of smaller for larger saws, or stuff deeper croft, of Media, Pa., has patented an im· 
than the cutting part of the saw. provement in carding engines which consists 

The shield is attached to an arm hung upon in combining with the carding cylinder a 
a stud concentric with the saw mandrel, and cylinder having a set of rings of card cloth 
is balanced by a counterpoise under the table. and one or more strippers which have a Ion· 
The semicircular shield is about I%, inches gitudinally reciprocating movement between 
deep and the same thickness as the saw. The the carding cylinder and ringed eylinder, to-
forward end is so formed that the p iece of gether with mechanism for actuating this 
timber to be cut raises the shield, but the lat- stripper cylinder, whereby all of the fleece of 
tel' rests upon the timber and forms an effec- the carding cylinder is transferred to a f'ingle 
tual guard which prevents the workman from cylinder having rings of card cloth, by the 
bringing his hands or arms into contact with lateral distribution of the fleece as effected 
the cutting edge of the saw. by the endwise movement of the stripper. 

As soon as the timber has passed from the An improvement in steam boilers has been 
saw the i:lhield returns to its original position, patented by Mr. George F. Major, of Brandy 
entirely covering the saw, and so remains Station, Va. The inventIOn relates to tubu· 
until raised by the next piece of timber. lar boilers in which the tubes are arranged 

This device received the highest award at TAYLOR'S SAFETY SHIELD FOR CIRCULAR SAWS. side.by side; and it consi�ts in the peculIar 
the trial at the Royal Agricultural Society at construction of a tube having a reduced end, 
Derby, in July, 1881, and it will commend itself to all me· constructed to support the great weight of snow and to resist i and the alterllately reversed arrangement of two or more 
chanics. the rush of avalanches. Fire precautions are very thorough. series of such tubes, each series of which is connected with 

Further information may be obtained by addressing Mr. Corrugated plates of iron separate the buildings into sections, a drum at each end, with the drums so disposed as to form 
R. W. Taylor, Patent Safety Shield Works, Bury St. and in the great ten mIle section there are automatic electric flues between the series of tubes. 

. 

Edmunds, Suffolk, England. fire·aiarms. At the summit is an engine and tank alwaysready An improved station indicator has been patented by 
• , •• .. td flood the ignited spot in a moment. These sheds shut in Messrs. William H. Hackney, of Laramie County, Wyoming 

ELECTRO-MAGNETIC BRAKE. tb,e view of the great Sierras, but without them travel would Territory, and Edward. G. Hudson, of Lincoln, Ill. This 
We give an engraving of Mr. Edison's recently patented be impossible. Sometimes five feet of snow falls upon them improvement consists in the peculiar means for reversing the 

electro-magnetic brake. It is designed for U8e on any style in a day, and often thirty feet lie.9 on the ground at one time, movement of the ribbon when wound up. An intermediate 
of railroad v<!lhicle, but is more espeCIally i ntended for U$e and III many places snow accumulates to the depth of fifty shaft is placed between the two shafts carrying the belt or 
in connection with a system of electro-magnet railways. feet above these great wooden arches.-Engineering News. ribbon, which intermediate shaft has a cog wheel aoapted to 

The invention consists in placing an electro.magnet in such 
.. , • , .. engage with cog wheels on the ribbon shafts alternately by 

relation to some rotating meta.lic portion of the running the lateral shifting of this i ntermediate wheel, the wheels 
gear of the vehicle to be stopped that the magnetic circuit MECHANICAL INVENTIONS. on the ribbon shafts being set in different planes to permit 
shall be through the rotating metallic portion, the electro· An Improved water meter with automatic governor has this action, and the intermediate wheel being shifted by the 
magnet being furnished with movable heads, which may been patented by Mr. Julius Leede. of Washington, D. C. longitudinal movement of the shaft, which is held by a latch 
move toward and clasp the rotating portion whenever the cir· The operation of this meter depends upon the buoyancy of entering one of two circumferential grooves III the shaft. 
cuit of the magnet is closed. Upon the axle, and at or near the water, which, acting upon floats, causes them to rise The improvement also consists ili providing the gear wheel 
its center, is rigidly fixed a disk ofiron, which rotates with the and fall and operate registefing me:!hanism according to the which drives the ribbon shaft with a Eet of tappets to act on 
axle and between the polar extremities of an electro·magnet quantity of water passed through and discharged from the a spring-arm bearing a hammer which strikes a bell. 
supported from the bottom of the car. The cores of I meter No head or pressure of water being required, the Mr. James E. Sarjent. of Brownville, Col., has patented a 
this electro-magnet are extended beyond the device for 'holding, upsetting, and weioing 
coils, forming a spindle, which is reduced in tires for vehicle wheels, where they reqlllre 
size when D,ecessary, the ends being screw· to be shortened. It consists of two strong 
threaded to receive nnts. Upon each spindle clamps having set screWB, and adapted to 
is placed a block of iron forming a polar ex- be fastfned to the tire on each sioe of the 
tension, secured in place by the nut. point where it is to he upset or "jumped" to· 

The orifices in the blocks, into which the gether. These clamps are provided with seats 
spindles pass, are elorlgated, so that the blocks that receive the centers or bearings of a l arge 
or polar extensions mny have a movement to yoke piece which extends from one of the 
or from the fixed disk upon the axle rotating clamps to the other. One of these centers is 
between them. The polar extensions are a screw provided with a handle, by turning 
normally held away from the disk by suit- which the one clamp is fot'ced toward the 
able spring� of low resilience. When it is other and the tire held by them is upset. so 
desired to use the brake a circuit from any that ,tmay be rnpidlyfiniched with asohd weld 
suitable source of electricity is closed through An improved pneumatic lever for mechani 
the coils of the electro-magnets, when the cal m lIsical instruments has been patented 
polar extensions mutually attract the disk, by Mr. Alonzo Durkee, of New York cily, 
and the attractive force causes them to move The object of tllis Illvention is to provide 
to the disk and grasp it between them, caus- an improved device for rec:eiving air forced, 
ing a retardation or stoppage in its rotation, under pressure. from the air reservoir or che�t 
and so acting as an effective brake upon the of a wind musical instrument whIch i, meclla 
wheels. mcally played 01' controlled hy means of one 

... • •• or morc strips or sheets of paper or other 
Cannel (loalln Iowa. suitable material perforated to represent the 

A promisin.� bed of cannel coal has lately different notes or sounos it is desired to pro· 
been discovered about thirty miles from Des EDISON'S ELECTRO-MAGNETIC BRAKE. duce and caused to automatically pass over 
Moines, Iowa, down the river. It was found air ducts, which, accordingly as they are 
by parties prospecting for coal in the new line of the meter is in practice located in the upper portion of the opened by the perforations in the paper that has a valvular 
Wabash road to Des Moines. The coal occurs in a vein five dwelling or other bUilding to which water is supplied, and action relatively to them, cause the reeds or pipes to be 
feet thick, the lower two aurl a half feet of which is pure the pressure at the several discharge spigots is, therefore, played as required, and to transmit the pressure to the cor
cannel coal, and the other half a coal much resem bling Bloss- such as is due to the height of the column, or, in other words, responding pallet or valve, which is thereby opened to per 
burg coal. The Des Moines Gas Company pronounce it to the vertical distance between the meter and the spigots. mit the escape of air from the pressure chamber to vibn te 
fully equal to Virginia cannel coal. A six foot vein of com- The principal feature of the invent.ion is the governor, which the reeds or tubes of the instrument. 
mon bituminous coal underlies the cannel, sixty feet below. automatically regulates the action of the meter according to Mr. Geor�e M. Rog€'rs, of Wapakoneta, 0., has patented 

,. , • • .. the quantity of water discharged. It is practically an auto- a novel form of car coupling designed to couple with cars 
The Proposed Navy. matlc cut-off for controlling the induction and discharge ac- using the ordinary link 'without" danger to the employes of 

The House sub·committee on naval affairs have recom- cording as more or less water is drawn off from one or more the train_ 
mended the immediate construction of eleven vessels at an spigots in the building where the meter is located. The Jllfr. Charles F. Jacobsen, of New York city, has patented 
estimated cost of $9,000,000; this 'fleet to comprise one water flows through and actuates the governor by rise and an improved double cone reflecting' chandelier, for use in 
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